THEOREM 1. Let T be a bounded linear transformation on Hilbert space & having a complete orthonormal set of eigenelements y it
where the * denotes summation over only those indices i for which |X,--a\ ^€. The result (1) The main application envisaged by the author is to perturbation theory for ordinary and partial differential operators when the perturbation arises from a change of the domain of the operator [l ; 3 ; 4]. In this case § is taken to be the Lebesgue space L 2 (E), where E is an open, connected region in Euclidean or Riemannian space. One finds in such applications that there is an w-dimensional subspace 2) of § such that (2) l|r*-«*|| â«||*|| for all #££), and some numbers a, ô with 5 nonnegative. One concludes from (1) and (2) that ||*-P(2*)*|| £ 1/2||*|| for all *GS>. Then P(25)# = 0 implies # = 0. Hence dim g(25)èdim£) and at least m eigenvaluesX,-of THe in the disk |X,--ct\ <25. In the applications, one usually has additional information from which one can deduce that there are exactly m eigenvalues in this disk. Also, various properties of eigenelements can be obtained by these methods.
